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This comment is in regard to Strata Energy's application to mine uranium in Crook County,
Wyoming, near Devil's Tower National Monument and Oshoto Reservoir.

The NRC draft EIS relies on the agency's generic environmental impact statement prepared in

2009. Because the generic EIS considers uranium mining impacts across the entire western U.S.,

it does not offer enough specificity for a logical and legitimate analysis of the effects of uranium
mining on the Devil's Tower region. Crook County relies on agriculture, already threatened by a

severe drought, and in a limited way, tourism, for its economic support. Both could be damaged
by hasty permitting of such a mine.

The, area of northeastern Wyoming proposed for uranium mining area already'has more than
5,000 abandoned drill holes*from the early days of:uranium exploration: According toNRC's
own draft EIS, Strata Energy knows-that there are at least 1,682 old exploratibri wells in the area,

but the company has located fewer than half of them.: 75 9. Of that 75 9. they have successfully
plugged.only.,55. That meaps more than 1,600 old wells exist in- the area'that could serve as

conduits for water contamination from Strata's project; there are likely to be thousands more
since the mining was not closely regulated in, earlier years. *

While NRC' s. draft EIS acknowledges that water contamination could result from "improperly

plugged previous exploration drill holes that have not yet been properly abandoned," the EIS then

states without any evidence that impacts to water resources will be "small." It is urgent that

before any kind of mining occur, NRC or other qualified personnel must analyze the risk
presented by old drill holes in the immediate region of Strata's proposed mine.

Furthermore, the in-situ mining process consumes water at a tremendous rate. This region is
already suffering from extreme drought, so the proposed mining process has the potential to draw

down the aquifers that provide drinking water for humans as well as water for livestock.

Companies that have mined uranium in Wyoming, as well as Nebraska and Texas, have an

abysmal record.for spills, excursions, pond leaks:, and failed aquifer restoration. Horrific impacts
of past uranium projects have been significanit - with routine spills,. leaks 'ard excursions of

chemicals into. adjacent aquifers.i To date, not a single uranium project has fully restored an

aquifer.to pre-mining water quality. There is no indication that Strata's 0peratioi's Will prevent
these impacts, yet NRC ignores them in its draft EIS.
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The proposed mine is only the first proposed by Strata, so NRC needs to be particularly careful to
consider the cumulative impacts from the whole project. Besides the dangers to air and water, the
mine would bring light pollution and industrial development including traffic, dust and road
damage, to a largely rural region around Oshoto and Devil's Tower National Monument,
potentially damaging livestock grazing, recreation and rural lifestyles in the area.

Thank you for including this comment to the draft EIS. I am a rancher southeast of the proposed
mining area and am familiar with it through long associations with friends in that region. I have
studied the impacts of uranium mining both generically, through considerable reading and
research, for thirty years and have relatives in areas where similar mining has taken place.
Comments on the effects of such industrial development in rural areas has been part of several of
my fourteen books in print.
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